Dwight de Eisenhower joined campaign between US and Britain

Mussolini’s people will go against him, he’s forced to resign, Italy renounced axis agreement, and will switch to allied powers, Mussolini murdered.

Purpose of dday = liberate France.
Churchill didn’t want immediate invasion. Wanted to focus on Mediterranean.
Stalin wanted it to cause a 2 front war

First day would determine rest of Battle

Hitler was tricked. They set up tanks and dummies. It was an amphibious attack. US British and Canadian forces.

Hitler preferred US invasion so that if he was taken alive he would be treated humanely because US was democratic gov with equality

Stalin wanted them to come to Soviet Union so they could see destruction so that he could have more say after seeing what he suffered

Disagreement at Yalta communis
-land disputes
-communism rising
-on it agreed on peace and united nations

WWII was fought on almost every continent= why it’s a global war. Hitler did not want to see fall of Nazis’ so he committed suicide.
German surrender
Soviet Union = hero!

What role did DDay (Invasion of Normandy) play in ending war in Europe?

Took back france. Liberating france.
Signifies means they could invade Germany on a two front war. Germany surrounded.

Killed himself because the soviets would humiliate him
Soviets hate Hitler because he destroyed them. Betrayed them

Nazis went to south America

Used kamikaze attacks because the allies were coming to clos to their homeland.